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Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Nissan Altima owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Dealer said software
update would fix it, but didn't. They can't seem to fix it any other way. Still doesn't work all the
time. Tire pressure symbol was supposed to go off after driving a few miles. It is still on display.
I will notify Nissan when I go in for my oil change in June". The other issue results in a visual
nuisance and is the continual presence of the settings screen after also setting have been
made". At night the display is worthless, I am unable see". Since then, the system started
working again". Screen corrects itself. The backup camera is sometimes almost completely
dark; you can make out a faint outline of major objects. The screen sometimes is just black and
white snow. Often does not display name of next road for turn, and no voice prompt of road
name. While it hasn't been updated since the original, it has sent me via routes that make no
sense and wouldn't have made sense in It isn't worth upgrading; I just use Google maps. Too
many buttons have to be pushed". Also, lack of accuracy on maps and identification of places".
Does not offer alternate routes, map is sometimes incorrect, does not show traffic slowdowns in
display". Had to have dealer reprogram the phone Bluetooth. In an attempt to correct this, the
car was brought in multiple times, reset, and eventually they replaced the stereo completely,
solving the problem". Nissan advised it was due to radio. This was last March, adv'd me no
longer dealing with Bosch Radio and will have replacement until mid-July or later". I can put a
sheet between metal and moonroof and paper will slide out. The dealer has not been able to fix
the problem with the dash and sun roof". Outside noise". Wish it could be a lot quieter. Road
noise can interfere with conversation and listening to music at times. Cannot isolate it. Also
factory sound system buzzes when bass sounds in back deck. A rattling noise similar to a tea
kettle going off. We and our mechanic have not been able to isolate the source window? The
noise is annoying, but not debilitating. It is noisy enough that I must have the volume up on the
radio to help distract me from the noise. Sounds like you are driving through a tunnel. It is
difficult to have a conversation when driving 55 MPH". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Have never seen the type of carpet
used for an interior of a car. It is very had to vacuum, and it is difficult to keep it clean,". We just
keep banging it back in place. Doesn't really stay in place very long. Acid-like spots, dent
appeared after first getting home with vehicle. Took to local dealer. Fixed but left overspray on
windows. Very annoying". Dealership indicated it was a warranty issue caused by cracked paint
by attaching trim to tight. They offered to have it corrected and gave me a rental Altima while it
was being serviced. Work was completed in 2 days. Happened after less than 4 mo. Dealer
"fixed" but more signs of rust in same area appearing. Nissan claims its a known issue". Started
when car was 1 year old. Painted 2 times and rust is evident again. I wash and wax the car
frequently to minimize this issue. I contacted the manufacturer's customer service and was
informed rust damage was not covered under warranty. My Honda Accord, which I bought in
and still have does not have any rust at all with all the years and mileage it has on it. Very
disappointed in the lack of quality of the Altima. I have the electronic rust prevention module
installed. Apparently it doesn't work all that well. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I
took it in for a warranty repair, The dealer informed me that one of the struts front passenger
side had cracked and needed replacement. It took about a week to repair because the parts
were not available. The Service Manager said the other rear shock was slightly leaking but not
enough to replace under warranty. So know he says the other shock needs replacing since the
warranty ran out. I have not had the other shock replaced at this time. It shakes and needs to go
into the shop for an oil change all the time. Turned out the passenger side front wheel bearing
was faulty, and had to be replaced. Car was not driven rough, it was a flaw". When I mentioned
this to a service tech at a Nissan dealer their comment was, yeah it's an Altima, they all feel that
way. This is caused by cheap or low quality OEM tires from the Nissan manufacturing plant. I
am researching new tires currently and will replace the OEM tires at less than miles. That's
ridiculous in this day and age of tire and vehicle technology. I took my car to the dealership for
a warranty repair. The dealer said the bearings had worn out prematurely and needed
replacement. The bearings took two days to repair. Car was unsafe to operate. Gear selector or

linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. The issue was fixed under an extended warrenty". Living
with it until car crashes. Can you believe that? It got better with a warranty software update, but
still is more noisy than I would like in that same situation". Replaced valve body. Might require
transmission replacement". Not repaired yet, waiting on factory input". Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Not happy!
Replaced under warranty. I have replaced the bulbs and the problem did not improve. I've read
on the internet that this is due to the deteriorating reflective surface. I will be taking the car to
the dealer in another month for oil change. This is a great cause for Consumer Reports to pick
up on. The drivers light is intermittent but haven't noticed it flickering. It either comes on or
doesn't. The passenger door works correctly". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. Driving with windows open was required for fresh air. Multiple service requests
were required to accurately diagnose.. It stays disabled, however, when my lb fiancee sits there.
It was recalled by Nissan for this exact reason. Following the recall repairs, it still exhibits this
behavior. It's a hit or miss if it works and when it does work, it is slow and buggy". The first time
was in connection with a recall for the passenger airbag, the second time was for replacement
of the airbag ECU, the third current is for replacement of the driver's side airbag also
necessitating replacing the driver's seat. After the Nissan Dealership performed some of recalls
on our Nissan Altima a few months later we had a problem with a bad passenger airbag seat
sensor that Nissan refused to repair at their cost even though they had made software changes
to the passenger side airbag in the past under a recall and we even had a , full extended
warranty that they said did not cover the airbags. Dealer repaired under recall notice. Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. This vehicle wore thru the brake pads , miles and into the rotors. I was
advised of this after an ordinary maintenance visit. I was advisewd,not only pads but new
rotors. I declined the rotors and had them turned instead. No maintenance light came on to warn
me about low pads and I have not changed my diving habits.. Unfortunately I was at an out of
State Nissan Dealer when I went for ordinary service so didn't pursue the issue. I haven't been
back to my normal dealer. Due for service now! Brake pads and rotors needed to be replaced. I
noticed they gave me a "yellow" condition on my rear brakes at 87, I had just replaced them with
Nissan parts pads and rotors at 64, miles. A difference of 23, miles! I don't ride my brakes and I
don't live in a city, where it's stop and go. How can I go 64, miles on my 'original brakes' and get
23, on new ones? With Nissan parts! In general I should be getting 30,, miles! Have not inquired
with them yet because of the Virus keeping me at home mostly. This caused heavy usage on the
remaining brake by the front driver side. Rear brakes required rotors to be replaced. All within 2
years of ownership and Im not heavy footed. Hence I checked probably rather than certainly as
to a new Nissan. I appealed to Nissan for reimbursement and they fully reimbursed me just a
few weeks later. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Had it in for service,
but still has problem". The switch for them had to be replaced. Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. The car was leased previously. I had taken it
in because of a serious delay between when I depressed the accelerator pedal and when the car
actually began accelerating, which put me in a danger situation on an ice-covered road when I
couldn't get out of the way fast enough of flowing traffic. Nissan refused to cover under
warranty as this vehicle had a salvage title. Nissan won't announce a recall for these defective
CVT transmissions but will replace them under warranty if warranty is still valid. They know
these CVT'S are defective but the customer is stuck with them. The fuel gauge is not always
correct and not consistent. This was never fixed by the dealer because they were unable
duplicated the issue". I made sure the fuel cap was on correctly. No help. I was able to go by the
dealer as soon as I got to town. Checked it immediately, couldn't find anything with a quick
check. The light came back on on the way home. We took it back to the dealer a couple of days
later. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Engine
rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or
timing belt. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Nissan Altima Change Vehicle. Despite a few high points, this iteration of the Nissan Altima is

not competitive among midsized sedans. In a segment brimming with better cars, the Altima is a
lackluster choice, ranking below virtually all of its competitors with a humdrum driving
experience. Among its virtues are a roomy rear seat and good fuel economy. That said, with the
standard 2. There are 10 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common
Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse
Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission
Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. The other issue results in a visual nuisance
and is the continual presence of the settings screen after also setting have been made"
Anonymous, FL Nissan Altima SV 2. Since then, the system started working again" John F. Too
many buttons have to be pushed" Linda B. Does not offer alternate routes, map is sometimes
incorrect, does not show traffic slowdowns in display" Anonymous, MD Nissan Altima 2. In an
attempt to correct this, the car was brought in multiple times, reset, and eventually they
replaced the stereo completely, solving the problem" Jason S. Air or water leaks "moonroof
does not seal well. Loose exterior trim or moldings "the trim on the driver side door became
torn replace by dealer" Bruce H. Very annoying" Frank L. Nissan claims its a known issue"
Dave-Lisa N. Ball joints "there was slight pulling to the right when I told dealer he immediately
looked at it and said it was a ball joint and they immediately fixed AND did a complete
alignment" John W. Gear selector or linkage "Not able to engage Park and start car" Philip S.
The issue was fixed under an extended warrenty" Anonymous, Nissan Altima SL Unsure Rough
shifting "Sometimes after driving hwy for an hour, the car looses power. It got better with a
warranty software update, but still is more noisy than I would like in that same situation"
Anonymous, MN Nissan Altima S 2. Exhaust manifold "i experienced exhaust fumes in the cabin
with the windows closed. It" Robert L. Locks and latches "latches need to be adjusted to
eliminate cabin noise" Bruce H. Had it in for service, but still has problem" Jack K.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "When we purchased the car it was found that the
transmission was bad, The dealer replaced a new transmission. Fuel injection system "I drive a
long distance back and forth to work. This was never fixed by the dealer because they were
unable duplicated the issue" Justin L. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars.
Audi A6. BMW 5 Series. Buick LaCrosse. Chevrolet Malibu. Chrysler Ford Fusion. Honda
Accord. Hyundai Genesis. Hyundai Sonata. Infiniti Q Kia Optima. Lexus ES. Lexus GS. Lincoln
MKZ. Mazda 6. Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Nissan Altima. Subaru Legacy. Toyota Camry.
Volkswagen Passat. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall
than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Corrosion to the secondary latch may cause it to bind and
remain in the unlatched position when the hood is closed. If the primary latch is inadvertently
released again and the secondary latch is not engaged, the hood could unexpectedly open
while driving, increasing the risk of a vehicle crash. Read Recall Details. Nissan North America,
Inc. Nissan is recalling certain model year Nissan Altima vehicles. If the primary hood latch is
inadvertently released, there is an increased likelihood that the secondary hood latch may
corrode over time. What should you do:. The remedy for this recall is still under development.
Nissan provided instructions to owners on how to properly maintain the latch and included a
reminder to fully close the hood and engage the primary hood latch each time before driving.
Interim notices informing owners of the safety risk were mailed July 14, Owners will receive a
second notice when remedy parts become available. The remedy is expected to become
available in the Third Quarter of Owners may contact Nissan customer service at Note: Recall
16V remains open for any unremedied Altimas and this recall applies to all vehicles covered by
16V even if those repairs have already been performed. Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. If the rear passenger door opens while the vehicle is moving, the rear
passengers have an increased risk of injury. Nissan is recalling certain Altima vehicles,
previously remedied under recall number 17V The door latch-lock cable may not have been
routed properly in the rear door when the remedy was applied. As a result, the cable may
interfere with the window regulator causing the rear passenger door to unlatch and
inadvertently open without warning when the window is lowered. Nissan will notify owners, and
dealers will secure the latch-lock cables in the correct position using the new remedy
procedure, free of charge. The recall began February 5, If the rear passenger doors

inadvertently open while the vehicle is in motion, it may increase the risk of injury to the rear
passengers. Nissan is recalling certain Altima vehicles. As a result, lowering a rear window may
inadvertently cause that door to unlatch and open. The recall began on February 16, If the front
passenger seat occupant is misclassified, the air bag may deploy incorrectly in the event of a
crash, increasing the risk of injury. Nissan is recalling certain model year Altima vehicles
manufactured January 3, , to July 29, , Rogue vehicles manufactured October 14, , to August 12,
, and Maxima vehicles manufactured June 4, , to August 19, The incorrect ECU and seat
combination may misclassify the front passenger seat occupant. The recall began February 13,
If the passenger frontal air bag does not deploy as intended in the event of a crash, the
passenger is at an increased risk of injury. In these vehicles, the front seat passenger Occupant
Classification System OCS may incorrectly classify an adult passenger as a child or classify the
seat as empty despite it being occupied. As a result, the passenger frontal air bag may be
turned off and not deploy in the event of a crash. Nissan will notify their owners. Chevrolet City
Express owners will be notified by General Motors. Interim notices were sent to owners on May
31, Owners may contact Nissan customer service at , Infiniti customer service at or Chevrolet
customer service at If the primary latch is inadvertently released and the secondary latch is not
engaged, the hood could unexpectedly open while driving, increasing the risk of a vehicle
crash. Nissan is recalling certain model year Nissan Altima vehicles manufactured March 6, , to
December 31, In the affected vehicles, the secondary hood latch may bind and remain in the
unlatched position when the hood is closed. These vehicles were previously included in recalls
14V and 15V, however the previous remedy plan may not have been performed consistently to
remove the safety risk. To correct this issue, Nissan will re-notify all affected owners and
dealers will replace the hood latch with a new one, free of charge. The recall began on February
17, Note: This recall supersedes recalls 14V and 15V If the bolts were not properly tightened, the
caliper may detach and reduce braking ability, increasing the risk of a crash. Nissan is recalling
certain model year Altima and Maxima vehicles manufactured October 6, , to October 7, The
affected vehicles have front brake calipers whose mounting bolts may not be properly
tightened. Nissan will notify owners, and dealers will check the brake caliper mounting bolts,
tightening them as necessary, free of charge. The recall began on December 14, If the OCS does
not detect an adult occupant in the passenger seat, the passenger air bag would be deactivated.
Failure of the passenger airbag to deploy during a crash where deployment is warranted could
increase the risk of injury to the passenger. The affected vehicles received an incorrect
occupant classification system OCS control unit during a repair. These OCS control units may
incorrectly classify the front passenger seat as empty, when it is occupied by an adult. Nissan
will notify owners, and dealers will update the OCS software, free of charge. The recall began on
November 30, Owners may contact Nissan at If fuel leaks from between the fuel sending unit
and the tank, it may increase the risk of a fire in the event of a crash. Nissan notified the agency
on July 31, , that they are recalling certain model year Nissan Maxima vehicles manufactured
February 10, , to August 18, On October 14, , Nissan expanded the recall to cover an additional
41, vehicles, including certain model year Altima 3. In the affected vehicles, due to an
improperly installed o-ring that may not have been seated correctly at the time of assembly, fuel
may leak during a crash from the area where the fuel sending unit attaches to the fuel tank.
Nissan will notify owners, and dealers will install a retainer ring between the fuel tank and the
fuel sending unit. The recall began on September 28, Nissan is recalling certain model year
Nissan Altima vehicles manufactured March 1, , to December 31, Nissan will notify owners, and
dealers will be instructed to modify the bend angle of the hood actuation lever to eliminate
potential interference with the hood inner panel. In addition, dealers will clean and lubricate the
latch joint as needed. If significant corrosion is observed, the latch assembly will be replaced.
This repairs will be performed free of charge. The recall began March 31, Note: This recall is an
expansion of recall 14V Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying.
But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and
keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to
allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for
reading Autoblog. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to

perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Research Another
Vehicle. Viewing 2. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog.
Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in
your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By
choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
1970 vw beetle headlight switch wiring diagram
peterbilt concert class radio wiring diagram
shadow vlx bobber
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

